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What is the group about and priorities?  



1. The group is open to anyone to attend, whom has an interest in diabetes and wants  to spend time working on this area with others. 
In the main the aim of the group is:  
1. To have space and time for clinicians to discuss clinical and practice areas that relate to diabetes e.g. why are we seeing an increase in 

patients needing insulin and being administered by community staff   
2. work on priorities that will prevent people getting diabetes e.g. how increase people to be motivated to take the lifestyle actions to 

prevent it occurring   
3. work on improving care for children and young people  e.g. transition into adult  services 
4. increasing better compliance  and uptake of people registering for the digital weight management offer or  whom are on other 

education offers   
5. To use data to identify the actions that are a priority both for people affected  and by staff
6. Work on making our services more streamlined  and are targeting the people most in need  e.g. using Point of care testing machines to 

motivate people to manage their condition or make it easier  for people who need to attend a review but do not usually turn up; using 
ECLIPSE to identify people who have highest risk factors of deteriorating ; do we need a specific  offer for younger people whom have 
T2 ie. 20-35 years old    

7. Allocated time to work together as a Barnsley  wide MDT type  group,  on the areas that it needs a group to tackle     
8. To decide how to spend any money that we could access from the ICS transformation pot e.g providing an upskilling /training  refresh 

provision to staff; do we need more expertise to support people with T1 with eating disorders etc  
9. The Group will also address health inequalities and how can use population health management as the enabler to make this happen.



Is there any other priorities you 
think should be considered ?  



Meets 6 weekly for 1 hour 
To join then contact:  
Siobhan.Lendzionowski@nhs.net & 
Deputy Chair.  
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